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How quickly will a physical response be observed and how long can the observed improvements be expected to last?

How much habitat change is needed to produce a measurable change in fish abundance?

What is the long-term impact of wood placement on food resources and fish production?

Roni et al. (2015)

In short, what is the biological return on investment for wood placement projects?
To answer these questions we need:

- Accurate estimates of basin-scale fish production
- Long-term data due to natural variability in fish abundance and stream habitat
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Mill Creek: a unique opportunity to evaluate wood placement effects

- 20 years of data on smolt production and adult returns
- Strong landowner support for project
- Location facilitates ODFW/OSU research partnership
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Wood Placement

OWEB Grant to place ~700 logs in Mill Creek and its tributaries (7.5 miles of stream)
~40 logs placed in summer 2015, remainder in summer 2016
Effectiveness monitoring through 2022 (and hopefully beyond)
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Mill Creek Effectiveness Monitoring Budget

- OWEB Effectiveness Monitoring Grant: $123,000
- ODFW LCM In-Kind: $2,590,000
- Other Partners In-Kind: $223,000
- Other Grants: $156,000
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